
Public Lab open source tools for environmental
exploration and investigation

The Public Laboratory for Open Technology and Science (Public Lab) is a worldwide community of local 
activists, educators and researchers, supported by a 501(c)3 non-profit, that develops and applies open-source 
tools to environmental exploration and investigation. Through inexpensive and accessible do-it-yourself (DIY) 
techniques and a deliberately flat and open structure, Public Lab is growing a collaborative network of 
practitioners who are actively re-imagining the human relationship with the environment.

Core Public Lab programming focuses on the research, development, and refinement of open source hardware
and software tools and methods that enable people to more easily generate knowledge and share data about 
community environmental health. Our goal is to increase the ability of underserved communities to identify, 
redress, remediate, and create awareness and accountability around environmental concerns. The non-profit 
organization at the heart of the Public Lab community achieves this by providing online and offline training, 
education and support, and by focusing on locally relevant outcomes that emphasize human capacity and 
understanding.

How we started

Public Lab was inspired by the information blackout surrounding the 2010 BP Oil Disaster in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Despite having a massive impact on residents and the environment, local communities received 
sparse, incomplete data that contradicted what they could see unfolding in front of them. As news of the 
spill’s severity spread and outrage about limited access to information simmered locally, three of Public Lab’s 
would-be co-founders, Shannon Dosemagen, Jeff Warren and Stewart Long, convened in the Gulf Coast with a
plan to use helium balloons, kites and inexpensive digital cameras to loft their own "community satellites" 
over the spill. 

The trio, in partnership with New Orleans-based environmental justice organization, Louisiana Bucket 
Brigade, trained over one hundred local volunteers and activists who then collected over 100,000 aerial images 



of the coastline before, during, and after the oil spread. Using MapKnitter, an open source platform created by
the group, residents stitched these images into high-resolution maps of the disaster. Through a partnership 
with Google Earth Outreach, these community-created maps were then uploaded to Google Earth making 
them globally accessible. The maps of the spill received broad media coverage, including being featured by the 
New York Times, BBC, PBS, and the Boston Globe, allowing residents to speak their truth to the world about 
what was going on in the Gulf Coast.

The success of the grassroots mapping effort galvanized Dosemagen, Warren, and Long, along with other 
collaborators, to found Public Lab as a new research and social space for the development of cheap tools for 
community based environmental monitoring and research. With early support from the John S. and James L. 
Knight Foundation via the Knight New Challenge, the group formally launched Public Lab as a nonprofit 
organization in summer 2011.

Why we are needed

Though the BP spill is capped, Gulf
Coast communities are still tallying its
impacts. Unfortunately, they aren’t
alone. Environmental catastrophes
continue to devastate communities
from the Elk River chemical spill in
West Virginia to formaldehyde tainted
FEMA trailers in Montana. Many of
the critical issues of our time, like
climate change, natural resource
extraction, urban (re)development, and
infrastructural resilience, are putting
increasing pressure on communities
who have limited ability to document
the impacts. As officials increasingly
count on data and its interpretation to
make decisions about these issues,
communities are cut out of the process in favor of “data shepherds” -- scientists, technologists, and analysts 
with traditional training and expertise. But what if local, concerned residents were able to produce good data 
and research on issues their affect their communities? 

Public Lab is working to level the playing field by improving the public’s ability to understand and contribute 
to locally relevant datasets as a key foundation of a stronger democracy. The Public Lab community is built on
the creation and open exchange of data by and for the public, towards civic ends. It is our hope that our more 
participatory and multi-directional approach can help close the growing gap between the scientific 
establishment, the broader public, and decision-makers via the premise that lasting engagement with science 
and civic action can be generated when communities actually do rigorous data collection in context. 

Balloon mapping in Brooklyn's Gowanus Canal, after Superstorm Sandy



What we do

In the three years since our founding, Public Lab has grown from a mailing list of 200 “grassroots mappers” to 
a community of 9,000 community researchers, supported by a robust web presence, local research hubs, and a 
team of nine nonprofit staff members. We have built an innovative space where activists, educators, 
technologists and researchers share their expertise in science, technology, community organizing, activism, 
and social science, and learn reciprocally from one another. Public Lab is reframing the way people imagine 
and participate in science. 

The community we are building is the heart of our work. Our dedicated volunteer researchers are working 
collaboratively to design, refine, and implement easy to use, inexpensive open source tools to monitor 
environmental health issues where they live. They are hacking affordable, off the shelf technology to create 
easy to use environmental monitoring tools, then take them to the lakes and streets that matter to them to 
track air and water quality, collect evidence about pollution, and share expertise. The data produced is 
designed to function as civic information that is visually accessible and distributable in standard formats so 
that residents can use it to inform community decision-making.

All Public Lab research and tools are produced under an open source ethos and licensing. Community 
members publish research at PublicLab.org as research notes, sharing progress, asking for help, and building a
dialogue about environmental health. Tool designs are also available on the Public Lab website, free of charge,
so that others might build them, use them, improve them, and contribute that knowledge back to the 
community. Once a tool reaches functional maturity, Public Lab puts it into production, using Kickstarter to 
raise capital, build community, and prepare the tool for inclusion in our online store. While all kits are open 
source and include easily accessible online instructions and tutorials for building them from scratch, the store 
helps support our efforts as a nonprofit while also allowing us to attract a much broader base of participants. 



Recent accomplishments

Our work to date has shown that when the public is involved in the process of scientific investigation they 
will understand and defend both its results and its nuances. For us, a successful project is one that empowers 
people, regardless of their professional or educational background, to better understand the health of their 
local environment. It is one that engages the public not only as consumers but as producers of shared, open-
source technologies and data, and in which, above all, those technologies are applied to real world problems to
create change. Recent accomplishments include:

1.  Gowanus Low Altitude Mapping (GLAM) in the Gowanus Canal (Brooklyn, New York): We are 
working with Gowanus Canal Conservancy and Proteus Gowanus to conduct environmental investigations 
in the Gowanus Canal Superfund Site and broader watershed using aerial imagery. Using Public Lab tools, 
Gowanus residents aim to better understand their local ecosystem, improve the Superfund cleanup plan, 
and advocate for watershed health. Since its launch in 2011, GLAM has used vigilant aerial surveying to 
prompt the expansion and improvement of the Superfund site by providing evidence to EPA about a 
previously unknown freshwater inflow and four active pipes that the EPA’s survey missed. GLAM’s work 
has also led to an initiative to uncover historical Revolutionary War burial grounds in partnerships with the 
Daughters of the American Revolution and the local VA chapter.

2. DIY Oil Testing in Somerville, MA: Testing at a 2013 Boston-area meetup helped to refine "do-it-yourself" 
methodologies for identifying different contaminant oils, ranging from motor oil to tarballs washed ashore 
after a crude oil spill. Attendees to the event, hosted by the neighborhood education group Parts & Crafts, 
included local residents, as well as members of the Mystic River Watershed Association and Pioneer Valley 
Open Science. The prototype testing involved a new technique for distinguishing oil samples via 
fluorescence using an inexpensive blue laser pointer. These methods show great promise, and will likely be 
included in our prototype oil contamination test kit for use with Public Lab DIY spectrometry kits.

3. Balloon Mapping in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: In 2011, through funding from UNICEF Rio, Public Lab 
worked with 111 youth in five hillside favelas to identify and map environmental risks, including landslide 
hazards, unstable bridges, areas of poor drainage and sanitation, and illegal dumps. Youth mappers and 
partners then presented their findings to local authorities and were successful in advocating for the cleanup 
of garbage, implementation of landslide prevention measures, and bridge repair.

4. Ironton, LA, United Bulk Coal Terminal monitoring: With Public Lab training, tools, and support, 
wetland advocates Scott Eustis (Gulf Restoration Network (GRN)) and Devin Martin (Sierra Club) 
successfully captured low-altitude photos of ongoing coal dumping in the Mississippi River by exporter 
Oiltanking/United Bulk in May 2013. A high-resolution image collected from the mapping changed their 
understanding of the alleged environmental crimes and led to further documentation and water quality 
analysis of this facility. Although GRN had been passively monitoring this site via aircraft, the kite photo, 
because of its low-altitude and oblique angle, provided evidence that moved Louisiana DEQ to perform a 
site visit. In March 2014, GRN, Sierra Club and Louisiana Environmental Action Network, with Tulane 
University’s Environmental Law Clinic, filed suit against the coal export terminal for violating the federal 
Clean Water Act.

http://publiclab.org/wiki/glam
http://publiclab.org/notes/eustatic/05-28-2013/kite-photos-of-ongoing-coal-pollution-in-plaquemines-parish-la
http://www.static.reliefweb.int/report/brazil/brazil-adolescents-use-unicefs-new-digital-mapping-technology-reduce-disaster-risks
http://publiclab.org/tag/oil-testing-kit


Fundable projects

Public Lab Fellowships: Through the Fellowship program, Public Lab will provide resources for community 
members to conduct comprehensive investigations of local environmental issues, including providing financial
support through a stipend, mentorship with knowledgeable staff and/or volunteers, and connections to 
additional resources. Public Lab will take a similar approach through the Fellowship program to disburse 
micro-grants, supporting community members working on the development or maturation of a specific tool.

Public Lab Lending Library: Built off the model we established in the wake of the BP Oil spill which 
allowed volunteers to map over 100 miles of coastline using only three DIY aerial mapping toolkits, Public Lab
is developing a comprehensive tool Lending Library. Though informal lending libraries currently exist at 
Public Lab offices, we will formalize the process, allowing community members to check out equipment from
a distributed collection, request technical support through our peer-to-peer mailing lists and online research 
community, and send their equipment for calibration and verification. They will also be able to file physical 
samples for storage and share them for testing at community-operated testing centers. We will coordinate this 
system centrally by distributing postage, mailing labels, and packing materials, and protecting the anonymity 
of participants when necessary.  

Environmental Technology Clinic (coming in 2015):  Community organizations and nonprofits do vital 
work, often on shoestring budgets. However, they often lack internal expertise in technical fields like coding 
and web development that could make their work more efficient and impactful. Public Lab’s Environmental 
Tech Clinic will link designers, developers, and technologists with organizations with technological needs. 
Public Lab hopes to launch inaugural physical clinics as well as a global online clinic in 2015 pending financial 
support.



Board of Directors

Micah L. Sifry, Co-founder and Editorial Director, Personal Democracy Media

Catherine Bracy, Director of Community Organizing, Code for America 

Eymund Diegel, Environmental & Urban Planner.

Bobbie L. King Jr., Associate, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP

Dr. Christine Walley, Associate Professor of Anthropology, MIT

Past Board Members include Mikel Maron who served from 2011-2012. More information about Public Lab’s 
Board of Directors can be found at http://publiclab.org/wiki/board

Public Lab Staf

Shannon Dosemagen, Executive Director & Co-founder

Jeff Warren, Director of Research & Co-founder

Mathew Lippincott, Director of Production & Co-founder

Liz Barry, Director of Community Development & Co-founder

Stewart Long, Director of Geography and Data & Co-founder

Becki Chall, Development Director

Noah Hochman, Civic Kits Fulfillment Coordinator

Ellen (Stevie) Lewis, Outreach Manager

Natalie Mayorga, Civic Kits Initiative Manager

More information about Public Lab’s staff can be found at http://publiclab.org/wiki/plots-staff

Partner Organizations 

Parts and Crafts (Somerville, MA)

Cape Cod Bay Watch (Plymouth, MA)

Gulf Restoration Network (New Orleans, LA)

CivicLab (Chicago, IL)

Global Community Monitor (El Cerrito, CA) 

Gowanus Canal Conservancy (Brooklyn, NY) 

New York University’s Center for Urban Science 
and Progress (New York, NY)

Additional information on partner organizations can be found at http://publiclab.org/wiki/partners 

http://publiclab.org/wiki/board
http://publiclab.org/wiki/plots-staff
http://publiclab.org/wiki/partners


Who funds us

Public Lab would not be where it is today without the generous support of our donors. We have gone from a 
modest $8,000 budget in 2010 to a projected budget of $800,000 for 2015. This growth is a testament to our 
work and our community, earning us recognition as a two-time Knight Foundation New Challenge winner, a 
recipient of the 2014 Social Venture Network Innovation Award, and as Honorable Mention in the 2013 
Buckminster Fuller Institute Challenge. In addition to the funders listed below, Public Lab creates earned 
revenue through sales of open hardware kits, earning over $110,000 through kit sales in 2013. A full list of 
funders can be found here: http://publiclab.org/wiki/how-we-are-funded 

Our work in 2014/2015 is made possible by

John S. and James L. Knight Foundation - $350,000 
over two years

Schmidt Family Foundation, 11th Hour Project - 
$230,000 over two years

EPA Urban Water Small Grants Program - $52,185

Rita Allen Foundation - $50,000 

New World Foundation - $25,600

Rackspace - $3,400 + $24,000 in-kind

Passport Foundation - $20,000

Betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation - $15,000 

Raspberry Pi Foundation - $13,000

New Knowledge Foundation Ltd. - $3,000

Early support provided by

John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Environmental Leadership Program & Geraldine R. 
Dodge Foundation

Patagonia

Kickstarter (crowdfunded)

Points of Light Civic Accelerator 

Shuttleworth Foundation

DenizenMedia.org 

Environmental Defense Fund 

iLab iLand 

MIT Center for Civic Media 

National Affordable Housing Network

Shpilman Institute for Photography 

UNICEF Rio 

American Anthropological Association

DevelopmentSeed

Awesome Foundation Boston

http://publiclab.org/wiki/how-we-are-funded

